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other consumer goods also moved up slightly. Production
of business equipment advanced markedly for the second
month in a row and finally topped the record set in September of last year. Despite a sharp fall-off in iron and
steel production and a strike in the lumber industry on the
West Coast, output of materials was unchanged. Weekly
figures for July suggest that steel ingot production feH
appreciably further (seasonally adjusted). At the same
time auto assemblies, while at about the seasonally adjusted annual rate that was maintained from last October
through May, were still no match for the better than 8.0
millionunit rate in June.
A slightly adverse development in June was a 2.7
per cent decrease (seasonally adjusted) in new orders
received by manufacturers of durable goods. This marked
the second month in a row that this forward-looking indicator has declined, following four consecutive months of
advance. A substantial part of these recent movements,
however, reflects fluctuationsin orders for steel, which rose
appreciably in the first five months of the year before
falling off sharply in May and June in anticipation of, and
following, the settlement of the steel labor negotiations.
In June, moreover, new orders for durable goods other
thansteel were virtuallyunchangedfrom theadvanced level
of themonth before. At the same time, the backlog of unfilled orders for all durable goods, while down slightly in
June, still was at the second highest level in the current
expansion.
Seasonallyadjusted nonfarm payroll employment moved
up by 143,000 persons in June, marking thefifth consecutive month of advance. About one half of the June rise
was due to an expansion in government employment, with
an increase in service and trade jobs largely accounting
for the rest. Employment in lhc manufacluring sector
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showed little change, despite a strike on the West Coast
which reduced the number of persons on payrolls in the
lumber industry by about 20,000. In July, nonagricultural employment posted a sizable rise, according to the
Census Bureau's household survey, and there was some
pickup in farm jobs. The advance in total employmentwas
nearly paralleled by a 549,000 rise in the civilian labor
force, and the unemployment rate at 5.6 per cent was essentially unchanged from the 5.7 per cent registered the
month before. Thus, the total number of unemployed in
July remained above four million persons, higher than the
level of a year earlier, despite recent gains in economic activity.

In the consumer sector, demand appears to have been
maintained. To be sure, three leading indicators of future
spending for residential construction—contract awards,
housing starts. and new building permits issued—all fell
off slightly in June. However, there continues to be a substantial backlog of unused permits on which work was not
initiated during the winter because of the unusually severe
weather. And the fact that starts and awards were at a
record level during the second quarter may point to
strength in outlays for the near term. Moreover, there have
been signs of some renewed strength in consumer retail
spending for store goods. Thus, after having shown little
movement from February through May, retail sales moved
up in June to set a new record. Weekly data for July suggest that retail volume may have expanded somewhat
further in that month, with an increase in sales of new
cars providing much of the push. At the same time,
trade sources report an unusually brisk sales pace for air
conditioners, brought about by the sustained heat spell
that apparently gave a boost to department store sales of
other summer merchandise as well.

The Money Market In July
Financial markets were heavily influenced in July by
expectations of, and reactions to, official moves designedto
deal with the persistent deficit in the United States balance
of payments. Discussion of the likelihood of an imminent
increase in the discount rate—touched off by market
advisory letters and newspaper stories—grew in intensity
during the first half of the period. Expectations of such a
move were reinforced prior to midmonth by news of fur-

ther gold losses and by official testimony before a Congressional committee that an upward adjustment in
short-term rates could play a significantrole in combating
the payments problem by discouraging outflows of shortterm funds. Against this background, the July 16 announcement that the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System had approved an increase of
per cent
to 3½ per cent in the discount rate of the Federal Reserve
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Bank of New York and of six other Federal Reserve
Banks was greeted with little surprise. The rate change,
which was the first since the rate was reduced to 3 per
cent in August 1960, became effective at these seven
banks on July 17, at three others on July 19, and at the
remaining two Federal Reserve Banks on July 24 and
July 26.
The Board of Governors also announced on July 16
that it had increased to 4 per cent the maximum interest
rates that member banks are permitted to pay under Regulation Q on time certificates and other time deposits with
maturities of ninety days to one year. Since January 1962,
the rate ceilingshad been 3½ per centon maturities of six
months to one year, and 2½ per cent on those of ninety
days' to six months' duration. Maximum rates remain unchanged at I per cent on time certificates and deposits
maturing in less than ninety days and at 4 per cent on maturities of one year or more. No changes were made in the
maximum rates that member banks are permitted to pay
on savings deposits. In announcing the changes in the discount rate and in maximum rates on time certificates and
deposits,the Board statedthat:

Both actions are aimed at minimizing short-term
capital outflows prompted by higher interest rates
prevalent in other countries. Preliminary information
indicates that short-term outflows contributed materially to the substantial deficit incurred once again
in the balance of payments duringthe second quarter
of this year.
Recently, market rates on United States Treasury
bills and other short-term securities have risen to
levels well above the 3 per cent discount rate that
had prevailed for nearly three years, making it less
costly for member banks to obtain reserve funds by
borrowing from the Federal Reserve Banks rather
than by selling short-term securities.
The increased discount rates will reverse that circumstance, making it once again more advantageous
for member banks seeking reserve funds to obtain
them by selling theirshort-term securities rather than
by borrowingfrom the Federal Reserve Banks. Sales
so made should have a bolstering effect on shortterm rates, keeping them more in line with rates in
otherworld financial markets.
Meanwhile, the increase in the maximum rates of
interest payable on time deposits and certificateswith
maturities from ninety days to one year will permit
member banks to continue to compete effectively to
attract or retain foreign and domesticfunds for lend-

ing or investing.

These actions to help in relieving the potential
drain on United States monetary reserves associated
with the long-persistent deficit in the balance of
payments do not constitute a change in the System's
policy of maintaining monetary conditions conducive
to fuller utilizationof manpower and other resources
in this country.

On July 18, President Kennedy announced new Administration plans for reducingthe balance-of-paymentsdeficit.
In order to help stem the outflow of long-term capital, the
President urged enactment of an "interest equalizationtax"
on purchases by Americans of new or outstanding foreign
securities (other than those of less developed countries)
from foreign issuers or owners. The proposed tax would
not apply, however, to acquisitions of securities maturing
in less than three years, nor would it apply to direct
investments abroad or to loans by commercial banks.
(Subsequently, an understanding was reached with the
Canadian Government under which the Treasury would
include in the draft legislation a provision permitting the
President to exempt new Canadian issues as needed to
maintain an unimpeded flow of trade and payments between the two countries, while the Canadian authorities
stated that it was not their intention to increase Canada's
official international reserves through the proceeds of
borrowings in the United States.) The President also annouriccd plans for further substantial reductions in Federal
expenditures abroad, and said that the United States had
been granted a $500 million stand-by arrangement by the
International Monetary Fund to facilitate dollarrepayments
to the Fund by other countries during the coming year.
These various developments related to the balance-ofpayments problem exerted a significant influence in the
financial markets. Treasury bill rates rose steeply early in
the month in response to expectations of a discount rate
advance. Around midmonth, rates receded somewhat, however, as demand expanded at the higher yield levels. When
the long-expected discount rate change went into effect on
July 17, rates adjusted moderately higher in early trading
but subsequently receded in the face of growing market
scarcities in a temporarily easier money market. In the
closing days of the month, the money market firmed again
and bill rates edged higher, closing around the highs of
the month. In the market for Treasury coupon-bearing
issues, prices moved moderately lower during the first
hail of the month in a cautious atmosphere generated by
anticipations of a discount rate move. After the discount
rate increase and the President's message, however, bond
prices rose in generally quiet trading, as the market became increasingly convinced that the main impact of

o
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official actionswouldbe on short-term rates. in the market
for corporate and tax-exempt bonds, prices drifted lower
in the first half of July, reflecting chiefly the same factors
affecting the Government bond market. However, in the
latter part of the month, prices of these securities rose as
investors stepped up their buying, evidently with confidence in the near-term outlook for long-term interest rates;
the revision of Regulation was an important additional
factor contributing to strength in the tax-exempt market.
The Treasury announced on July 16 that it was considering the use of monthly auctions of one-year Treasury
bills, in the interest of a more orderly scheduling of its
short-term debt maturities. Under such a program, the
outstanding quarterly series of one-year bills—which currently are dated to mature on January 15, April 15, July
15, and October 15—would gradually be retired as they
were replaced by monthly issues. These issues would, according to the Treasury, probably amount to $1 billion
each, although they might be varied in size to meet both
market conditions and Treasury cash needs.
On July 24, the Treasury announced that holders of
$6.6 billion of securities maturing on August 15 would
be given the opportunity to exchange their holdings for a
new 3¾ per cent note dated August 15, 1963 and due to
mature on November 15, 1964. No cash subscriptions
were to be received for the new notes, which were offered at par. Subscription books were open from July 29
through July 31.
On August 2, the Treasury announced that over $6.3
billion of the $6.6 billion of maturing securities had been
submitted in exchange for the new 3¾ per cent notes,
including about $2.2 billion of the $2.5 billion held by
the public. Attrition amounted to $268 million, or 10.8
per centof public holdings.

0

tions, and from heavy borrowing by banks in Federal Reserve Districts where the cost of borrowing remained at 3
per cent. Funds thus flowing to the money centers were
augmented by the usual transfer of funds which occurred
over the July 24 "country" bank reserve-settlementdate.
In the final statement week of the month, the money
market firmed again and Federal funds traded mainly at
3½ to 3½ per cent. Paralleling movements in rates on
Federal funds, rates posted by the major New York City
banks on new and renewal call loans to Government securities dealers were generally quoted within a 334 to 3¾
per cent range through July 19, declined over the next
few days to a 2½ to 3 per cent range, and then firmed at
3½ to 3¾ per cent in the final daysof the month.
In the wake of the sharp rise in bill yields, the discount
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rate change, and the revision in maximum rates on time
deposits and certificates, rates on several other short-term
money market instruments were adjusted upward during
the month. Rates on ninety-day unendorsed bankers'
acceptances rose by ¼ per cent to 3% per cent (bid);
rates on prime four- to six-month commercial paper increased by ¼ per cent to 3% per cent (offered); and
rates on various maturities of sales finance company paper
generally rose by per cent. Following the establishment
of a 4 per cent ceiling under Regulation Q for member
bank time deposits maturing in ninety days to one year,
commercial banks generally raised the rates they offer on
negotiable time certificates of deposit. New York City
banks posted rates of 3¾ to 3½ per centon three-to sixmonth maturities, 3½ to 3/8 per cent on six-month to oneyear maturities, and 3½ to 3¾ per cent on certificates
maturing in one year or more. Time certificates of deposit
outstanding at the New York City banks rose $146 millionover the last two weeks of the month.
Market factors absorbed reserves on balance from the
last statement period in June through the final statement
week in July, as reserve drains—primarily reflectinga contraction in float, an expansion in currency in circulation,
and movements through gold and foreign accounts—more
thanoffset acontraction in required reserves and an expansion in vault cash. System open market operations during
the month partially offset the net reserve drains produced
by market factors. System outright holdingsof Government
securities increased on average by $614 million from the
last statement period in June through the final statement
week in July, while holdings under repurchase agreements
declined by $111 million. From Wednesday, June 26,
through Wednesday, July 31, System holdings of Govcrnment securities maturing in less than one year rose by $667
million, while holdings maturing in more than one year
increased by $204million.
THE GOVERNMENT SECURITIES MARKET
The Governmentsecuritiesmarketwas pervaded by an
atmosphere of caution in the first half of the month, when
market participants became increasinglyconvinced that an
increase in the discount rate might soon be announced
as part of the official efforts to reduce the balance-ofpayments deficit. The most pronounced reaction occurred
in the market for Treasury bills, where offerings from
both dealer and investor sources expanded and rates
moved sharply higher early in the month. By July 9, the
newest three- and six-month issues had risen 24 and 27
basis points from end-of-June levels to 3.23 per cent and
3.33 per cent (bid), respectively,the highest rates in three

years. Against this background, the market approached
with some wariness the July 9 auction of $2 billion of
one-year bills to replace a like amount of bills maturing
on July 15. A few days earlier, rates as low as 3.25 per
cent had been discussed in the market, but, as the bidding
approached, rates as high as 3.65 per cent were reportedly
anticipated on the new issue. A good interest developed at
the higher rate levels, however, and an average issuing rate
of 3.582 per cent was established, up 52 basis pointsfrom
the rate set in the April auction of $2.5 biHion of one-year
bills.

The market steadied after the special auction, as bank
and nonbank demand for outstanding bills began to expand and encountered developing scarcities, particularly
of short-term maturities. Rates moved lower for several
days, rose temporarily on July 17 in response to the discount rate announcement, and then edged down again
through July 25. Bank demand rose further in the easy
money market, and nonbank customers also increased their
buying once the uncertainties of the anticipated discount
rate rise were out of the way. A cautious undertone persisted, however, with market participants uncertain that
lower rate lcvcls—particularly in the ninety-day area—
could be sustained in viewof the 3½ percentdiscount rate.
This cautious atmosphere, reinforced by a renewed finning
in the money market, became increasinglyevident in the
closing days of the month, and bill rates edged higher in
the final days of the period. The newest three-month bill
closed the month at 3.27 per cent (bid) as against 2.99
per cent at the end of June, while the newest six-month
bill was quoted at 3.40 per cent (bid) as against 3.06 per
cent at theclose of thepreceding month.
The market for Government notes and bends in the first
half of July also responded in some degree to expectations
of a higher discount rate, but the reaction was comparatively mild as most market observers feltthat official actions
to deal with thebalance of payments through monetary and
other financial policies would have their main impact on
the short-term area. Indeed,while a very brie! decline in
prices followed the changes in the discount rate and in
Regulation
ceilings, the market for notes and bonds
tended tostrengthen over the balance of themonth. Various
official statements tended to reinforce the market view that
System actions were aimed at bolstering short-term rates
while not impeding domestic economic expansion. Sentimentwas further strengthenedby the President's July 18 request for a tax on foreign securities, which the market
thought might reduce the supply of securities offered in
United States capital markets and, at the same time, might
to some extentease the burdenplaced on monetary policy
by the balance-of-paymentsproblem. Another encouraging
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influence in the long-tcrm market was the fact that the
Treasury confinedits August refundingoffering to the shortterm area, while additional strength was derived from the
prospective reinvestment in intermediate-term Treasury
issues of the proceeds of a large tax-excmpt bond offering.
The largest gains centered in selected long-term issues and
in the 2½ per cent wartime issues which had given ground
earlier in the month. Over the month as a whole, prices of
short- and intermediate-termissues ranged from %2 higher
to
lower, while longer term maturities were %2 higher

to 3c lower.

The market reacted favorably to the Treasury's offering of a fifteen-month 3¾ per cent note in exchange for
the 2½ per cent bonds and thc 3½ per cent certificates
maturing on August 15. "Rights"—the maturing issues
eligible for conversion—moved up by % to % in early
trading, while the "when-issued" securities were quoted at
premium bids of from %2 to
Only a modest amount of
in
the
trading activity
refunding issues occurred, however,
because
largely
public holdings of the maturing $6.6 billion of securities amounted to only $2.5 billion.

u.

OTHER SECURITIES MARKETS

of seasoned corporate and tax-exempt bonds
gcd moderately lower on limited volume during early
July, as investors remained cautious and selective in view
of persistent reports of possible increases in short-term
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interest rates. Dealers were able to make some progress in
reducing inventories of recent issues by cutting prices,
while new flotations were marketed at slightly higher
yields. Followingthe various official announcements noted
above, activity expanded and a firmer tone emerged in
both sectors. The corporate sector was buoyed by a
seasonal scarcity of new issues and by the market's feeling
that the authorities were largely concerned with boosting
short-term rates. At the same time, the tax-exempt sector
was encouraged by expectations that commercial bank
demand might be stimulated if an expansion in time deposits resulted from the change in Regulation 0. Consequently, prices of both corporate and tax-exempt bonds
moved higher in the latter half of July. Over the month
as a whole, the average yield on Moody's seasoned Aaarated corporate bonds rose by 6 basis points to 4.29 per
cent, while the average yield on similarly rated tax-exempt
bonds declined by 2 basis points to 3.08 per cent.
The total volume of new corporate bonds reaching the
market in July amounted to approximately $345 million,
compared with $455 million in the preceding month and
$220 million in July 1962. New tax-exempt bond flotations totaled $800 million, as against $990 million in
June 1963 and $590 million in July 1962. The Blue List
of tax-exempt securities declined by $128 million during
the month to $515 million on July 31. New corporate
and tax-exempt bond issues floated during the period generally were accorded fair to good receptions by investors.

